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Document image analysis comprises all the algorithms and techniques that are utilized to convert an image of a document to a computer readable description. In this work we focus on three such techniques, namely (1) Handwritten text segmentation (2) Document image rectification and (3) Digital Collation.

Offline handwritten text recognition is a very challenging problem. Aside from the large variation of different handwriting styles, neighboring characters within a word are usually connected, and we may need to segment a word into individual characters for accurate character recognition. Many existing methods achieve text segmentation by evaluating the local stroke geometry and imposing constraints on the size of each resulting character, such as the character width, height and aspect ratio. These constraints are well suited for printed texts, but may not hold for handwritten texts. Other methods apply holistic approach by using a set of lexicons to guide and correct the segmentation and recognition. This approach may fail when the domain lexicon is insufficient. In the first part of this work, we present a new global non-holistic method for handwritten text segmentation, which does not make any limiting assumptions on the character size and the number of characters in a word. We conduct experiments on real images of handwritten texts taken from the IAM handwriting database and compare the performance of the presented method against an existing text segmentation algorithm that uses dynamic programming and achieve significant performance improvement.

Digitization of document images using OCR based systems is adversely affected if the image of the document contains distortion (warping). Often, costly and precisely
calibrated special hardware such as stereo cameras, laser scanners, etc. are used to infer the 3D model of the distorted image which is used to remove the distortion. Recent methods focus on creating a 3D shape model based on 2D distortion information obtained from the document image. The performance of these methods is highly dependent on estimating an accurate 2D distortion grid. These methods often affix the 2D distortion grid lines to the text line, and as such, may suffer in the presence of unreliable textual cues due to preprocessing steps such as binarization. In the domain of printed document images, the white space between the text lines carries as much information about the 2D distortion as the text lines themselves. Based on this intuitive idea, in the second part of our work we build a 2D distortion grid from white space lines, which can be used to rectify a printed document image by a dewarping algorithm. We compare our presented method against a state-of-the-art 2D distortion grid construction method and obtain better results. We also present qualitative and quantitative evaluations for the presented method.

Collation of texts and images is an indispensable but labor-intensive step in the study of print materials. It is an often used methodology by textual scholars when the manuscript of the text does not exist. Although various methods and machines have been designed to assist in this labor, it still remains an expensive and time-consuming process, often requiring travel to distant repositories for the painstaking visual examination of multiple original copies. Efforts to digitize collation have so far depended on first transcribing the texts to be compared, thus introducing into the process more labor and expense, and also more potential error. Digital collation will instead automate the first stages of collation directly from the document images of the original texts, thereby speeding the process of comparison. We describe such a novel framework for digital collation in the third part of this work and provide qualitative results.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 0.1: An illustration of application of Document Image Analysis.

Document Image Analysis encompasses all the algorithms and processes through which computers can automatically read and represent the information present in an image of a document. As illustrated in Fig.0.1, a wide range of information which has been conventionally stored as documents on paper is now being converted into digital form for permanent and better storage. These documents can include machine printed documents such as memos and technical reports, handwritten documents such as personal letters or addresses on postal mails, online handwritten documents such as PDA acquired documents, or video documents such as images from a video containing text etc. The algorithms and processes developed in document image analysis enable computers to automatically decipher the basic content of the documents. The world wide web has grown exponentially over the past few decades, with more and more information publicly available. To utilize this information which often can be in form of images of documents, it must be first digitized into computer readable format, thus enabling the data to be searched and items of interest to be retrieved. Document image analysis provides the means to accomplish this task. In this work
we focus on three such document image analysis techniques, namely (1) Handwritten
text segmentation (2) Document image rectification and (3) Digital Collation.

Document image analysis techniques can be broadly categorized into either (a) Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based techniques or (b) Non-OCR techniques. OCR has various applications including applications such as banking, health care, digital libraries, digital repositories, legal industry, license plate recognition, handwritten letters recognition etc. Significant research has been done in recent decades, leading to a generally high recognition rate, but these recognition rates can drop severely in presence of image artifacts such as distortion introduced during scanning of the documents etc. Typically an OCR system is applied to printed texts or handwritten texts and can substantially reduce the time needed to convert a document to computer readable form, as compared to the time a human needs to manually enter the same data. Even though in recent years much research effort has been put into developing algorithms and methods to automatically convert documents into digital format, many documents that are easy to read for humans can achieve approximately only 92% recognition accuracy. This makes the automatic document conversion process still unreliable to entirely remove humans from the process, thereby increasing the time and cost required in digitization of document images. Most commonly these low accuracy rates can be attributed to image degradations that exist in these document images, which are caused in the process of printing, scanning, photocopying etc of the documents. One solution might be to make the OCR systems more robust against these degradations, but even this might not work. Therefore it is desirable to develop algorithms which will handle these degradations even before the step of OCR is utilized. In this work, we describe one such novel non-OCR technique to handle distortion caused during scanning of printed document etc.

Earlier research in the field of document image analysis focussed primarily on pre-processing techniques such as image acquisition [17, 75, 2], binarization [61, 29,
Most often in OCR systems, before performing any character recognition to decipher the text in document images, the first step is to binarize the image to convert the gray-scale document image into a binary document image. This is required to aid the algorithms which need to be utilized further such as de-skewing and layout analysis. Binarization is a difficult problem especially when the document images are acquired from old historic documents and thus contain a lot of noise and artifacts that make textual content blurry, faint or not legible. The main objective of binarization is to automatically choose a proper threshold that separates the foreground from the background. Selection of such a threshold is often the challenging part due to the degradations that might exist such as bleeding through, variance in illumination etc. Even though this topic has received much attention in the recent past, it is still an open problem. There have been great advances in this research and can be witnessed in recent binarization contests such as [56, 55].

Another important area of earlier research in document image analysis related to printed texts was to estimate the skew that exists in the scanned image. The skew of a document image specifies the tilt that may exist in the text lines from the horizontal axis. This occurs primarily during scanning or copying of the document. It is an inevitable process and its detection is critical for improving the performance of an OCR system. De-skewing is the process in which the image tilt angle is calculated and the image is rotated by that angle in clockwise or counter-clockwise direction with respect to the x-axis to properly orient the text lines. After the de-skewing process, the image has a zero skew angle [81, 15, 85]. Layout analysis research concerned determining the different components and regions of interest such as text body, tables, illustrations and symbols in the given printed text. Extracting relevant features from a document image for a given task is a challenging problem. Feature extraction and classification research focussed on extracting such features relevant to the given task.
and used them to classify the documents.

Another scenario where the OCR systems can perform poorly is in the recognition of handwritten letter document images. This failure can be attributed to the inherent complexity of the handwritten documents which makes it impossible to design a universal OCR system or classifier for such an application. In this work we present several novel techniques which aim to address these complexities and thereby improve OCR system performance on handwritten texts by a substantial amount.

Document image analysis has enabled converting scanned document images into systematically searchable documents than just being ordinary image files. This has particularly helped in not just digitizing important documents such as old historic books which inevitably degrade over time and might be lost forever, but also extract information and develop various concepts which might be helpful to humanists. Non-OCR based techniques help to extract relevant information from printed text document images and enter them into an appropriate database which normally would have required manually finding and entering this information into such databases. As rare historical documents are digitized in greater numbers, we must develop tools that take advantage of this form of access. The challenges that attend digitization, including data loss and long-term preservation, have been studied, and the best practices to conserve digital assets have been identified by several museums and libraries. Still, the methods and equipment used to digitize materials as well as the policies and standards of various repositories vary widely. This variability in the conditions of collection presents major challenges to the comparison and analysis of materials from multiple repositories. Collation of printed texts and images is an indispensable but labor-intensive step in the study of print materials. Textual scholars have designed ingenious methods and machines to assist in this labor, but it remains both expensive and time consuming, requiring travel to distant repositories for the painstaking visual examination of multiple original copies. Therefore even the best editorial practices
recommended by textual scholars have rarely been implemented with only a few major libraries adopting such practices with the canonical texts held at such libraries. As scanning costs come down, we have an opportunity to change the way textual editing is done. Efforts to computerize collation have so far depended on first transcribing the texts to be compared, introducing into the process a layer not only of labor and expense but also of potential error. Digital collation will instead automate the first stages of collation directly from the scanned images of the original printed texts, dramatically speeding the process of comparison. It will also afford new functionalities for coping with variations in the quality and rendering of digital materials captured in different ways at different times. We describe such a novel framework for digital collation in this work.

**Handwritten Text Segmentation**

![Figure 0.2](image-url)

**Figure 0.2:** An illustration of the challenges in handwritten text segmentation. Note that the two “a”s show different sizes and shapes in (a) and there are different kinds of connection strokes in (b), where red vertical lines are the segmentation **boundaries** between neighboring characters.

*Offline* handwritten text recognition has a wide range of applications, such as automatic bank check processing and handwritten postal address recognition. One major challenge in handwritten text recognition is that neighboring characters within a word usually are connected when written, as shown in Fig. 0.2. Many OCR tools are built to recognize individual characters [24, 50, 82, 30]. As a result of this, to achieve handwritten text recognition, we often need to segment a connected word (or
words) into individual characters [66], which we call handwritten text segmentation in this work.

Handwritten text segmentation is a very difficult problem because there is a large variation in handwriting styles. For example, people may write the same character in different ways, including in different shapes and sizes, even within the same word, as shown in Fig. 0.2(a). As a result, it is usually difficult to ascertain the number of characters in a handwritten text to be segmented. Furthermore, the various ways in which two neighboring characters could be connected make it very difficult to determine the boundary that separates neighboring characters by evaluating only local stroke geometries. In Chapter 1, we introduce the second part of our proposed work which presents a new global non-holistic method to segment handwritten text.

**Document Image Rectification**

![Figure 0.3: Examples of distortions: (a) Distortion at book bindings, (b) Perspective projection in camera captured image. (c) One of the applications of proposed method: Mobile document scanner (Image taken from google).](image)

OCR research over the last few decades has led to highly accurate digitization of documents. However, there is a severe drop in the performance of OCR systems in the presence of distortion (warping) in the scanned/photographed document image as shown in Fig. 0.3. These systems rely on the document image being planar and
Figure 0.4: Collation of two pages, visualized as an overlay.

having straight horizontal text lines. Therefore, it is critical to remove any distortion that might exist in the document image. Distortion may be introduced in a variety of ways during the process of acquiring a document image. For example, book bindings may lead to warping on part of a page, and perspective projection may be introduced if using a camera instead of a scanner to obtain the document images. Ideally, a document image should be obtained from a flatbed scanner one page at a time. This is often not possible if the documents being digitized are from an historic book, which may be damaged by flattening. In Chapter 2, we describe the second part of our work which addresses Document image rectification.

**Digital Collation**

Collation is an often used methodology for humanists studying ancient documents, and is extensively used by historians of the book, bibliographic scholars, and those in-
terested in the material culture of print, particularly when the underlying manuscript
of the text is nonexistent. Simultaneously examining multiple witnesses (copies) of
a work enables the rich annotation of a corpus and can reveal subtle but important
details such as printing errors and textual differences among witnesses. The existing
mechanisms in place for performing collation have traditionally been limited by re-
quiring two original copies to be compared (often obtained by flattening pages of a
bound book, risking damage to the binding and adjacent pages), demanding a rig-
gorous character-by-character manual inspection, and/or employing complex optical
systems.

Filled with uncertainty, collation is always a binary process: instead of establishing
truth, collation uses comparison to establish the difference between two printed texts.
In performing collation, researchers isolate difference as a series of binary judgments,
building alteration sequentially by comparing many individual witnesses to a given
“control copy” that arbitrarily fixes the text to a given state. While many of the
differences between texts consist chiefly of mechanical or human error—errors in
typesetting and mechanical errors common to early presses and the methods for
aligning and securing type within the formes—there are more than a few instances
of variance within an edition that simply cannot be explained in terms of error. For
example, in the 1590 Faerie Queene, there are variants with whole words inserted
or deleted, lines abridged or added, sonnets relocated or re-ordered. Coupled with
the lack of a stable underlying manuscript to fix the ground of the text, collational
variance becomes part of the assemblage of the text, irreducibly part of the play of
its intricate meaning. Despite its importance, collation remains a slow process filled
with inefficiencies for researchers and their objects of study.

Digital collation has risen to prominence recently [57, 46], as it addresses many
deficiencies of existing methods. Operating on highly-detailed digital photographs
of the original documents, which can be taken without flattening the book binding
them, eliminates risk of harm to the source documents. Partially automating the inspection process and crafting better visualizations of the collated documents can expedite the annotation of large works when contrasted with fully manual inspection using cumbersome optical devices. In chapter 3 of this work, we describe such a novel framework.

Related Work

Handwritten text segmentation related work

Earlier methods for handwritten text segmentation evaluate the local stroke geometry for segmentation boundaries [44, 19]. For example, Liang et al. [41] propose two different types of projections to construct a segmentation, and optimize this segmentation using a dynamic recursive algorithm and contextual information. Between the top and bottom sides of the text image, Wang et al. [77] find paths with the minimum number of stroke pixels, and use such shortest paths as the text-segmentation boundaries. However, these overly simplified criteria for determining the segmentation boundaries work only for printed texts, but not handwritten texts.

Recent methods use character recognition for aiding text segmentation. In these methods, for each resulting text segment, a character likeliness is first defined to measure how likely the segment is a valid character using a character recognition algorithm. Text segmentation is then achieved when the resulting characters show large character likeliness. For example, in [59] the text image is described by a feature graph and the text segmentation is achieved by identifying subgraphs with large character likeliness. Martin et al. [48] use a sliding window approach to scan horizontally over the text image, and use a neural network classifier to measure the character likeliness of the subimage within the sliding window. Recently, the award winning paper (best student paper of ICDAR 2009) by Roy et al. [60] used local
stroke geometry to identify a set of candidate segmentation boundaries, and then used dynamic programming to decide the final segmentation boundaries that lead to a maximum total character likeliness.

Many holistic methods have also been developed for text image segmentation and recognition. In these methods, it is assumed that the texts presented in the image are valid words from a set of lexicons [78, 3]. The text image segmentation and word recognition problems are then solved simultaneously by using features from the whole text image. For example, Arica et al. [5] extend the method used by [37] to segment characters by running a series of constrained shortest-path algorithms, and use a Hidden Markov Model to do word-level recognition. Lee et al. [38] extend the method developed in [48] by using a cascade neural network classifier. However, if the texts presented in an image are not valid words (for example, in the application of finding typos), or the lexicon domain is insufficient, the above holistic methods will fail.

**DOCUMENT IMAGE RECTIFICATION RELATED WORK**

Previous literature on handling this distortion problem can be categorized in three ways. The first category of related works rely on special hardware, such as stereo cameras [71] [84], laser scanners [54] or structured light devices [10] to solve the distortion problem. These precisely-calibrated systems acquire a 3D shape model of the distorted document, and use the obtained model to rectify the distortion. Although such systems are shown to be highly accurate, the cost and size of such hardware makes them an impractical option for many applications.

The second category of approaches [14, 86, 88, 36, 26, 80, 72, 12] rely on inferring the distortion from the text lines present in the document. These approaches preprocess images using techniques such as binarization, connected component analysis, or character segmentation to estimate the 2D distortion grid. The accuracy of such
methods is highly sensitive to the results obtained from the aforementioned preprocessing techniques, and thus may obtain poor results if the underlying preprocessing yields unsatisfactory results. Ulges et al. [72] use a priori layout information and local textline estimation with RAST [9] which relies on connected component analysis. Bukhari et al. [12] use Gaussian matched filters to enhance text lines and employ a ridge detection technique to find the center of the text line, after which an active contour model is used to find the top and bottom part of the horizontal text lines.

The third category of methods employ shape-based models to perform document dewarping. These works can be further divided into methods which: a) have a rigid predetermined shape model, and b) use a deformable shape model to capture more variation among the possible distortion. Methods which use a rigid shape model include Cao et al. [14], who propose a model-based method to rectify document image distortion, which makes the assumption that the book surface is a cylindrical surface. Also, Fu et al. [28] extend this work by removing the constraint that the camera lens must be strictly parallel to the book surface, and additionally introduce textual information for reconstructing the 3D shape. Meng et al. [49] present a metric rectification method which employs a general cylindrical surface to model the page shape, and use the horizontal textline information and vanishing point to sample a grid on this cylindrical surface. Such rigid model based methods are able to rectify a scanned document image but mostly fail to rectify document images captured with a camera, where the distortion does not necessarily follow a rigid model.

Methods which use a deformable shape model, relaxing the fixed-shape constraint, are able to better handle such distortions. Such methods include Liang et al. [39], which relax the strong shape assumption by asserting that the document image can be approximated by a developable surface. This assumption is intuitive because document pages can be unrolled without stretching or tearing. Shao et al. [62] extend this idea by formulating a locally deformable surface instead of a globally deformable
Figure 0.5: An illustration of line tracings. (a) Example of wrongly estimated horizontal text lines as described in [70], (b) White space based line tracing of proposed method.

Tian et al. [68] propose a shape-from-shading (SFS) method to recover the 3D shape of the document.

Figure 0.6: Example of distortion perception based on text line and white space between text lines.

Tian et al. [70] propose a new state-of-the-art 3D rectification framework which utilizes a similarity measure based horizontal line tracing and uses vertical stroke statistics to estimate the vertical direction. As shown in Fig. 0.5 (a), this method may suffer from inaccurate line tracing when the similarity measure mistakenly associates two patches within the image, thereby affecting the final result.

The presented method falls in the shape-from-X class of approaches. We humans
can easily infer the 2D distortion based on the text lines and the surrounding white space between these text lines, as shown in Fig. 0.6, independent of the language or fonts present in the document. Based on this intuition, we utilize the white space that exists between the text lines, rather than the actual lines themselves, to estimate the 2D distortion grid. We use this approach because preprocessing methods such as binarization, connected components etc. can affect the information extracted from the text lines, whereas the white space surrounding these text lines is less affected by such preprocessing. We present a distance transform (DT) based line propagation technique guided by an open active contour algorithm, to robustly estimate the horizontal line tracings and build a 2D distortion grid based on the white space. A typical approach to represent this notion of white space is to use DT of the binarized document image. A DT assigns each pixel of the image a distance based on the proximity of the given pixel to its nearest foreground text pixel. [1, 6] utilize the DT for a different application based strictly on horizontal, straight lines. In our proposed method, we make no such straight-line assumption, and formulate the 2D distortion grid estimation based on the DT.

**Digital collation related work**

Much work has been done both in identifying differences among similar documents and registering documents so that they can be compared. Tan et al. [67] and Marinai et al. [47] propose a text retrieval solution that works without doing character recognition, much as our collation solution operates without having to do recognition. Marinai et al. [64] handle the problem of clustering in a similar image-based manner. The system proposed by Beusekom et al. [74] is similar in nature to the problem of collation, but only focuses on revision detection and does not handle cases of non-affine document warping. There are also a number of works, both old and new, that focus on similar preprocessing steps that our dataset requires [31, 43, 22].
There are a number of works that focus on doing various types of comparison among documents. [53, 23] focus on extracting and identifying differences among a subset of documents; specifically “drop caps” (the enlarged and often stylized letter at the beginning of a document). Baudrier et al. [7] also focus specifically on drop caps, though the difference detection methods they present have broader and less specific application. Brzakovic et al. [11] present a system that targets document falsification (in typewriter-written documents) and uses several forms of unary analysis with the intent to produce a binary decision as to whether a document is falsified. Similarly, Doermann et al. [25] and Caprari et al. [16] target document duplication—the identification of documents with duplicate content within a large dataset. In much the same way, Hull et al. [33] propose a more granular, patch-based system that provides a generic similarity measure. Radke et al. [58] presents a survey of change detection algorithms.

There are several complete systems that attempt to solve similar problems to what we present here. Document Mosaicing is a related problem to our collation solution. In mosaicing, multiple parts of a document are captured with a camera or scanner, where there is some overlap among the images captured. The job of a mosaicing algorithm is to stitch these parts back into a complete document. Our collation application is similar in that we align images under sometimes severe distortion, but the images do not represent subparts of the document, but rather the entire document. In addition, we must handle more complex (non-affine) transforms that mosaicing applications tend not to handle. Earlier mosaicing systems [87] required a fixed camera to reduce perspective distortion, but more modern applications [40] have attempted to eliminate this requirement. Other systems focus on video [52], and can exploit the temporal relationship between frames to improve mosaicing. The equivalent operation in the natural image domain is image stitching, which has been used for years to stitch together photographs into panoramas [51]. Many of these systems rely upon
feature matching and/or correlation metrics to construct the alignment, much as we do in our solution. More generally, [76] focus on the selection of feature points for doing a general document registration, though they have no comparison step as our solution requires.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

The research presented in this work addresses three major problems in the domain of document image analysis as discussed in the previous section. In particular, the three major contributions are: (1) Handwritten text segmentation (2) Document image rectification and (3) Digital collation.

In Chapter 1 of this work which deals with handwritten text segmentation, we develop a new global non-holistic method to segment handwritten text by maximizing the average character likeliness of the resulting text segments. Different from many previous methods, this proposed method does not make any limiting assumptions about the number of resulting characters and the size of an individual character. We uniformly and densely sample the text image to construct a set of candidate segmentation boundaries. We reduce the text segmentation to the problem of finding an average longest path between the first and the last candidate segmentation boundary. We find that the average longest path in the constructed graph can be found in polynomial time with global optimality. We implement such an algorithm, and test it on real handwritten text images taken from the IAM handwriting database.

In Chapter 2 of this work which addresses document image rectification, we present a novel 2D distortion grid estimation method to rectify distorted images based on the white space lines that are present between text lines. A distance transform-based line propagation approach is presented to obtain a robust estimation of the white space lines. These white space lines are then used to build a 2D distortion grid, which is used in a 3D rectification algorithm to dewarp a document image.
We demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our method by providing qualitative and quantitative evaluations, and compare with a state-of-the-art method, achieving better results.

In Chapter 3 of this work, we present a solution to a time-honored problem in the humanities—that of document collation. By solving this problem in the digital domain, many of the downsides of tedious optical methods can be resolved. Furthermore by employing state-of-the-art feature matching and registration, we are able to automatically identify the most important differences for humanists studying a work.
CHAPTER 1

HANDWRITTEN TEXT SEGMENTATION USING AVERAGE LONGEST PATH ALGORITHM

1.1 Method

In this chapter, we consider binary handwritten text images with the border fitting tightly around the text. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the presented method consists of several components.

1. Construct the candidate segmentation boundaries, as shown by the vertical red lines in Fig. 1.1(b).

2. Construct a directed graph where each vertex represents a candidate segmentation boundary, including the left and right image border, where each edge represents the text segment between two candidate segmentation boundaries, as shown in Fig. 1.1(c).

3. Weigh the graph edges by the character likeliness derived from a character recognition algorithm.

4. Find the average longest path between the leftmost vertex (left image border) and rightmost vertex (right image border) in the graph, as shown in Fig. 1.1(d).

5. Take the candidate segmentation boundaries, corresponding to the vertices along the identified average longest path, as the final segmentation boundaries for text segmentation, as shown in Fig. 1.1(e).
Figure 1.1: An illustration of the components of the presented method.

For Component 1, we uniformly and densely partition the text image, as shown in Fig. 1.1(c), for the candidate segmentation boundaries. When speed is not a factor, we can even partition the text image into single-column text segments. Note that the candidate segmentation boundaries constructed using this approach contain a large number of false positives compared to the set of true segmentation boundaries. While most previous methods need a good initial set of candidate segmentation boundaries (e.g., covering all the desired segmentation boundaries with few false positives), the presented method can robustly handle a large number of false positives.

For Component 2, given a set of candidate segmentation boundaries $S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_n$ that are ordered from left to right on the text image, as shown in Fig. 1.1, we construct a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ as follows:

1. Each candidate segmentation boundary $S_i$ will be represented by a vertex $v_i$ in $G$. Note $S_1$ and $S_n$ represent the left and right border of the text image.

2. Between each pair of vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$, where $i < j$, we construct a directed
edge \( e_{ij} = (v_i, v_j) \) that starts from \( v_i \) and ends at \( v_j \).

Note that we construct edges between both neighboring and non-neighboring candidate segmentation boundaries. As mentioned above, each edge represents the text segment between two candidate segmentation boundaries. Therefore, an edge between non-neighboring candidate segmentation boundaries actually represents a text segment that merges multiple partitions from Component 1. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, where edge \( e_{14} \) actually indicates that the first three partitions from Component 1 are merged as a text segment. If this edge is included in the identified average longest path, this merged text segment will constitute a single character in the final text segmentation.

In the following, we first present a method that uses character recognition for measuring the character likeliness of a text segment, and use this character likeliness as the edge weight in the constructed graph. We then develop a graph algorithm to find the average longest path for text segmentation.

**Character Likeliness Measure**

The edge weight \( w(e_{ij}) \) describes the character likeliness of the text segment between candidate segmentation boundaries \( S_i \) and \( S_j \), where \( i < j \). The basic idea is to feed this text segment (a subimage) into an adapted character classifier to ascertain its character likeliness: a text segment fully and tightly covering a single character is expected to return a high character likeliness while a text segment covering part of a character, or overlapping multiple characters, is expected to return a low character likeliness. In this chapter, we train a set of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers for this purpose.

In this chapter, we focus on text consisting of the 26 Roman alphabetic characters. Thus we have 26 classes of characters. We train a binary SVM classifier [18] for each class of characters. For this purpose, we collect a set of isolated handwritten
characters as training samples. In training the binary SVM classifier for a specific character class, say “a”, the training samples in this class are taken as positive samples and the training samples in the other 25 classes are taken as negative samples. When a new test sample is fed into this binary SVM classifier, we obtain a class likeliness associated with this character class. By testing against all 26 SVM classifiers, we obtain the class likeliness associated with each of these 26 character classes, and we simply take the maximum class likeliness as the character likeliness.

More specifically, in this chapter we use the lib-SVM [18] implementation for each binary SVM classifier, which has two outputs: a classification indicator of positive (+1)/negative (−1), and a probability estimate \( p \) in \([0, 1]\) that describes the confidence of the classification. If the indicator is +1, we simply take \( p \) as the class likelihood. If the indicator is −1, we take \( 1 − p \) as the class likelihood because, in this case, \( p \) is the negative classification confidence.

For a text segment, we extract the HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) based features [45] as the input for the SVM classifiers. We first normalize the size of the text segment to a \( 28 \times 28 \) image. Each pixel in the image is assigned an orientation and magnitude based on the local gradient. The histograms are then constructed by aggregating the pixel responses within cells of various sizes. Histograms with cell size \( 14 \times 14 \), \( 7 \times 7 \) and \( 4 \times 4 \) with overlap of half the cell size were used. Histograms at each level are multiplied by weights 1, 2 and 4 and concatenated together to form a single histogram. The details of construction of these feature can be found in [45].

**Text Segmentation by Finding Average Longest Path**

Based on the above formulation, the major task of text segmentation is to identify a subset of candidate segmentation boundaries \( s_{f_1}, s_{f_2}, \ldots, s_{f_m} \), where \( 1 = f_1 < f_2 < \cdots < f_m = n \), as the final segmentation boundaries. The number of final segmentation boundaries, \( m \), is unknown, and to be discovered in text segmentation. The general
principle is that the text segments defined by boundary pairs \( S_{fi} \) and \( S_{fi+1} \), \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, m \) should show large character likeliness. In another words, the graph edges between \( v_{fi} \) and \( v_{fi+1} \) should have a large weight. In [60], this is formulated as an optimization problem

\[
(m^*, f^*_i; i = 1, 2, \cdots, m^*) = \arg \max_{m, f_i; i = 1, 2, \cdots, m^*} \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} w_{fi,fi+1},
\]

where \( w_{fi,fi+1} = w(v_{fi}, v_{fi+1}) \) is the edge weight between \( v_{fi} \) and \( v_{fi+1} \). A dynamic programming algorithm can be applied to find the global optimal solution efficiently.

The major issue with this method is its undesired bias toward more segmentation boundaries, i.e., larger \( m \), which may result in an oversegmentation of the text. This can be illustrated by a simple example in Fig. 1.2, where the text segments between \( S_1 \) and \( S_3 \) have a large character likeliness (\( w_{13} = 1 \)), but this dynamic programming based method may still choose a segmentation boundary \( S_2 \) between \( S_1 \) and \( S_3 \) because \( w_{12} + w_{23} > w_{13} \).

![Figure 1.2: An illustration of the oversegmentation problem of dynamic programming.](image)

In this chapter, we propose to address this problem by defining a new cost function

\[
(m^*, f^*_i; i = 1, 2, \cdots, m^*) = \arg \max_{m, f_i; i = 1, 2, \cdots, m^*} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m-1} w_{fi,fi+1}}{m-1},
\]

which finds a path between \( v_1 \) and \( v_n \) with the maximum average total weight. In this chapter, we call this path the average longest path. Clearly, by introducing the
path length in the denominator in Eq. (2.1), we remove the bias toward a larger $m$ and avoid oversegmentation of the text. In the following, we show that the average longest path in the constructed graph $G$ can be found in polynomial time, and present such a polynomial time average longest-path algorithm.

First, on the graph $G$ we define a second edge weight $l_{ij} = l(v_i, v_j) = 1$ for each $(v_i, v_j)$. We then construct an augmented directed edge $(v_n, v_1)$ that starts from $v_n$ and ends at $v_1$, as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). We also set the weight for this augmented edge as $w(v_n, v_1) = l(v_n, v_1) = 0$. This way, finding the average longest path in $G$ is reduced to the problem of identifying a directed cycle $C$ in the augmented graph $G'$ with a maximum cycle ratio

$$\frac{\sum_{e \in C} w(e)}{\sum_{e \in C} l(e)}.$$ 

We then transform the edge weight $w$ to $W$ by $W(e) = 1 - w(e)$ for all edges in the augmented graph $G'$. The problem is then reduced to finding a cycle with a minimum cycle ratio

$$\frac{\sum_{e \in C} W(e)}{\sum_{e \in C} l(e)}.$$ 

![Figure 1.3](image)

Figure 1.3: An illustration of adding an augmented edge for finding the average longest path in $G$. (a) Original graph $G$. (b) Graph augmented by an edge $(v_n, v_1)$.

It is easy to prove that the desired cycle with the minimum cycle ratio is invariant to the edge weight transformation

$$W(e) \leftarrow W(e) - b \cdot l(e) \quad (1.1)$$
for any constant $b$. Clearly, there exists an optimal constant $b^*$ such that the linear transform in Eq. (1.1) leads to $\sum_{e \in C} W(e) = 0$. In this case, the problem is reduced to finding a zero-weight cycle with $\sum_{e \in C} W(e) = 0$. To search for this optimal $b^*$ and this zero-weight cycle, we can use the sequential-search algorithm [4] shown in Algorithm 1 on $G'$.

Algorithm 1: Sequential-search Algorithm:

1: Initialize $b = \max_{e \in E} W(e) + 1$. We know that $b^* < b$
2: Transform the edge weights using Eq. (1.1) and then detect a negative cycle $C$, i.e., $\sum_{e \in C} W(e) < 0$. For the initial $b$, there must exist such a negative cycle because the current $b > b^*$. If no negative cycle is detected in a later iteration, return the cycle $C$ detected in the previous iteration as a minimum ratio cycle in the augmented graph $G'$.
3: Calculate the cycle ratio $\frac{\sum_{e \in C} W(e)}{\sum_{e \in C} l(e)}$ using the original edge weights $W$ without applying the linear transformation (1.1), using this calculated cycle ratio as the new $b$, return to Step 2.

Negative cycle detection is a well-solved polynomial-time problem [21] and has a worst-case running time of $O(n^2 m \log(n))$. Here $n$ is the number of nodes in the graph and $m$ is the number of edges. The complete presented handwritten text segmentation algorithm can be summarized by Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Handwritten Text Segmentation:

1: Construct candidate segmentation boundaries by uniformly and densely sampling the text image.
2: Construct graph $G$ representing candidate segmentation boundaries as vertices. Construct forward edges between each pair of vertices.
3: Define the edge weight $w$ to reflect the character likeness.
4: Find the average longest path in the constructed graph by using the graph algorithm described in Section 1.1.
5: Keep the candidate segmentation boundaries whose corresponding vertices are included in the identified average longest path as the final text segmentation boundaries.
1.2 Experiments

In our experiments we use the standard IAM handwriting database. This database consists of 657 different writers and 1539 pages of scanned text. For testing, we randomly selected a set of 300 handwritten words from this IAM handwriting database. These words were collected from a subset of 50 different writers. Each word is made up of 2 to 9 characters, drawn from 26 lowercase characters. The characters in each word are written in a connected fashion, and we apply the presented text segmentation method to segment each word into individual characters. We also collected characters in isolation for these 26 character classes from a training set of 200 words from the same database without any overlap to the 300 words used for testing, and we use these isolated characters as training samples for the SVM classifiers. For each character, we collected 50 training samples giving us a total of 1300 training samples.

In constructing the candidate segmentation boundaries, we uniformly sample each test word with an interval of 10 pixels. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of a text segmentation, we manually construct a ground truth segmentation for each test word. Specifically, we present, to a human evaluator, each test word overlaid by the candidate segmentation boundaries. The human evaluator simply selects a subset of these boundaries that best separate all the characters as the ground-truth segmentation boundaries. To evaluate a segmentation result, we calculate the precision and recall in finding these ground-truth segmentation boundaries. Here a text segment is true positive only if it spatially overlaps with a ground-truth segment perfectly. Table 2.1 shows the average precision, average recall, and their standard deviations in terms of all the 300 test words, together with the average F-score that combines precision and recall.

For comparison, we implement the dynamic programming (DP) based text segmentation method developed in [60]. As discussed above, this method has a bias toward oversegmentation and requires a good initial candidate segmentation with
Table 1.1: Precision/Recall statistics for the presented method and the comparison method on all the 300 test words. AP is average precision, AR is average recall, SP is the standard deviation of the precision, and SR is the standard deviation of the recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.7968</td>
<td>0.2158</td>
<td>0.7961</td>
<td>0.2390</td>
<td>0.7965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP [60]</td>
<td>0.6090</td>
<td>0.2203</td>
<td>0.5060</td>
<td>0.2515</td>
<td>0.5526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4: Text segmentation on a subset of the test words. For each test word, we show the segmentation from: (Left) the ground truth, (Middle) the presented method, and (Right) the dynamic programming based method [60]. The characters below the test words for the presented method (Middle column) are the recognition results from the character class corresponding to the character likeliness. The characters below the test words for ground truth (Left column) are the ground-truth characters for these words.
few false positives. Following the basic ideas described in [60], we adopt the following two strategies to prune more candidate segmentation boundaries before applying dynamic programming for text segmentation.

1. Prune all the candidate segmentation boundaries that enter stroke pixels more than twice when scanning from the top to the bottom.

2. Do not allow the dynamic programming algorithm to consider text segments that have an aspect ratio greater than 1.2.

For fair comparison, we use the same histogram of oriented gradients feature [45] for this comparison method as we used for the presented method (see Section 3.1). The performance of this dynamic programming method is also shown in Table 2.1. We can clearly see that the presented method outperforms this dynamic programming based method. Sample segmentation results are shown in Fig. 1.4, where the character recognition results for the presented method (shown below each word) are obtained from the character class corresponding to the character likeliness. We can see that, even with the additional strategies reducing false positives, the dynamic programming based method still produces many oversegmentations. Note that characters such as “L” in the word “Labour” and “B” in the word “Bell” are still recognized using the same classifier which is trained only on 26 lowercase characters.

Using the above precision/recall metric does not well quantify the segmentation discrepancy in pixels. To address this issue, we further evaluate the spatial overlap between the ground-truth segmentation and the segmentation from a test method. Specifically, given each text segment $T$ resulting from a test method, we find its best overlapped ground-truth text segment $T_G$ and calculate their spatial-overlap difference as

$$\phi(T, T_G) = 1 - \frac{T \cap T_G}{T \cup T_G}.$$
A lower spatial overlap difference indicates a better segmentation. We calculate the average of this overlap difference over each obtained text segment, and then over all the 300 test words. The performance of the presented method and the comparison method, in terms of this overlap difference, is shown by the box plot in Fig. 1.5. Clearly, the presented method achieves much better text segmentation.

Figure 1.5: Average spatial overlap difference over all the 300 test words, using the presented method and the comparison method based on dynamic programming

A fair comparison with holistic methods against presented method is not possible since holistic methods utilize trained models for each word to recognize each test word according to a fixed set of lexicon. The presented method does not employ such a lexicon based word classifier and this will enable the application of our method to more general application domains where the handwritten texts cannot be modeled by a fixed set of lexicons. Since the 300 IAM handwritten texts used in our experiments are valid English words, we conduct a simple experiment to see how many words out of these 300 can be correctly recognized by applying the spelling-check tool (in the Microsoft Office) to the segmentation and character recognition results from the presented method. If any one of the top four candidate words provided by the spelling check is correct, we count this text as correctly recognized. We found that using this
spelling check, we can get 65% of these 300 test words correctly recognized. One previous holistic method [73] reported 73.45% of recognition rate on 300 test words from IAM database. However, it is unclear to us which 300 test words are used in [73] and what kind of the lexicons are used in achieving this rate.

Without setting any limiting constraints on the size and aspect ratio of the segmented characters, the presented method has an advantage in segmenting handwritten texts in which character size varies substantially from one to another. This is particularly useful in applications where the text is distorted in scanning. For example, when the page to be scanned is not tightly pressed on the scanner, some texts may become smaller and thinner in the scanned text image. Figure 1.6 shows three such examples, where the right side of each word is condensed horizontally and the characters become thinner from left to right in each word. We found that the presented method can successfully segment these words as shown in Fig. 1.6, even without training the SVM classifiers using any such distorted characters.

![Figure 1.6: Examples of segmenting three distorted texts. (Top) Original texts. (Second row) Distorted texts. (Third row) Text segmentation using the presented method. (Bottom) Character recognition from the class corresponding to the character likeliness.](image)

We also conduct experiments to show the effectiveness of character likeliness, as
defined by the output of multiple binary SVM classifiers (see Section 3.1), in distin-
guishing characters and non-characters. In the test words, we randomly select 400
text segments, in which 200 are characters from the ground truth, and 200 are non-
characters constructed by either taking the left or right half of a character, or merging
the right half of one character to the left half of the next character in the same word.
We evaluate their character likeliness, which is shown in Fig. 1.7. We can see that
the 200 characters (blue) show a much higher average character likeliness than the 200
non-characters (red). However, we can also see that some characters show low char-
acter likeliness and some non-characters show high character likeliness, because of
the ambiguity and complexity underlying the handwriting. For example, the left half
of the character “W” is indistinguishable from the character “V” and has a high
character likeliness. However, in Fig. 1.7 we always count half of a character as a
non-character.

Figure 1.7: Character likeliness calculated for 200 characters and 200 non-characters.

This kind of ambiguity can lead to failures of the presented method in text seg-
mentation. Several examples are shown in Fig. 1.8. In Fig. 1.8(a), the character
“w” is oversegmented into a “n” and a “v”, both of which show high character likeliness. In Fig. 1.8(b), two contiguous characters “ub” are not correctly segmented because their combination resembles the character “w” and bears a high character likeliness. Similarly, in Fig. 1.8(c), two contiguous characters “ur” are not correctly segmented because their combination also resembles character “w” and bears a high character likeliness. Such ambiguity cannot be well addressed by considering only the text-image information or the stroke shape.

![Examples where the presented text segmentation method fails.](image)

**Figure 1.8**: Examples where the presented text segmentation method fails.

**Dictionary based post-processing extension**

The above mentioned ambiguity can be considerably resolved if the domain based lexicon is available. For example if the words being processed are from technical letters related to a specific problem domain, having such knowledge and lexicon based dictionary, we can post-process the output of the presented algorithm to obtain a better word recognition. We present such a simple post-processing extension to help address the before mentioned ambiguity. Specifically, given the output of the presented method and a domain based lexicon, we compute the Levenshtein distance between the given output and each word in the dictionary. The levenshtein distance is a metric used to measure the difference between any two given sequences. Given two words, the levenshtein distance is measured as the minimum number of single character insertions, deletions or substitutions required to change one word into the
other [79]. The word in the dictionary with the lowest levenshtein distance is chosen as the word correction. In case of a tie in the levenshtein distance, the post-processing extension chooses the character substitution according to the alphabetical order. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we compare our post-processing extension word recognition accuracy against a commercially available spell-check tool such as Microsoft office. We choose different settings to manually apply the Microsoft office spell check utility. Specifically, we choose the top 1, top 2, top 3, top 4 and top 5 suggested word replacements and replace the output with the suggested word if it exists in any of these words. For our dataset, we created a ground-truth dictionary for the 300 words used, and used it to guide our post-processing extension. As shown in table 1.2, we can see that even after using top 5 word suggestions from the MS-word spell check utility, our post-processing extension significantly outperforms the MS-word spell check utility. This suggests that a domain specific lexicon based dictionary can significantly improve the word recognition accuracy. However some ambiguities caused by the inherent complexity of handwritten text cannot be addressed by even a dictionary based extension. Consider the word ‘foot’ which is segmented by the presented method as ‘fod’ because of the merging of letters ‘o’ and ‘t’ which highly resemble the letter ‘d’. Even if we use the given dictionary based extension, the closest word replacement will be ‘food’ instead of the actual word ‘foot’. Such an ambiguity cannot be resolved by a dictionary based lexicon alone and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Word recognition Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS-word top-1</td>
<td>0.5667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-word top-2</td>
<td>0.6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-word top-3</td>
<td>0.6367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-word top-4</td>
<td>0.6467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-word top-5</td>
<td>0.6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-processing extension</td>
<td><strong>0.7633</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Speed

In evaluating the speed of the presented method, we implemented the entire algorithm in Matlab, and run on a 2GHz Linux workstation with 8 GB of RAM. For a text image with roughly 30 candidate segmentation boundaries, the presented method takes about 10 seconds to complete. For the 300 test words, the presented method takes an average of 14 seconds per word for text segmentation.

1.3 Limitations and Future Work

Although the presented method performance can be significantly improved by using a post-processing dictionary based extension, there are certain ambiguities caused by the inherent complexity of handwritten text which cannot be resolved. In our future work, to resolve such ambiguities, we will apply more complex natural language processing techniques to utilize the sentence structure to determine the word replacement. In our future work, we also plan to apply the presented method to the well known ‘Captcha’ system to determine the words that are present and obfuscated by purpose.
Our method for document image rectification can be summarized by the pipeline shown in Fig. 2.1 and includes the following steps:

1. Compute the distance transform (DT) for given input image as described in Section 2.1, as shown in Fig. 2.1 with the red dashed box.

2. Extract a high confidence initial white space (WS) line automatically using a bank of Gaussian line filters approach as described in Section 2.1, as shown in Fig. 2.1 in the green dashed box.
3. Use an iterative WS line propagation process (shown in blue dashed box in Fig. 2.1) as described in Section 2.1 and Section 2.1, to extract all WS lines in the document image and refine them using open active contour algorithm.

4. Construct a 2D distortion grid from the extracted WS lines and use it to rectify the input image using a 3D dewarping algorithm as described in Section 2.2, as shown in Fig. 2.1 by the brown dashed box.

**Distance transform (DT)**

![Figure 2.2: An illustration of distance transform (DT). (a) Original image, (b) DT of the original image and, (c) Gradient map of the DT.](image)

As discussed above, our key intuition is to use the white space between the text lines in the document image, to obtain a better 2D distortion grid. A typical approach to represent this notion of white space is to use a distance transform (DT) of the binarized document image. The binary image is filtered to remove any noise which might affect the DT. The WS line tracing is then formulated as a process of finding maxima in the Euclidean distance transform \( D(\mathbf{x}) \) from a binarization of the original image \( I(\mathbf{x}) \), where \( \mathbf{x} = (x, y) \) represents the pixel position. The DT can be visualized
as an intensity image, where the intensity at a pixel indicates its distance to the nearest text pixel, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). With this DT, it is more convenient to locate a WS line between any two text lines. This is evident from the gradient map of the DT, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (c), as the WS line between two text lines tends to fall on the DT maxima, and appears in the gradient map as an edge between the two text lines.

**Automatic extraction of high confidence initial WS line**

![Figure 2.3](image)

Figure 2.3: An illustration of automatic initial WS line extraction with high confidence. (a) Original text, (b) Binary image acquired by thresholding DT, (c) Output of bank of Gaussian line filters, (d) Connected components result, blue dashed box highlights merging of textual lines in a highly warped region, (e) Largest width connected component, and (f) High confidence initial WS line $L_0$ shown in red.

A document image (as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a)), usually contains a set of WS lines. In this section, we propose an approach to extract one of these WS lines with high confidence as the initialization $L_0$ (as shown by the red line in Fig. 2.3 (f)). With this
initial WS line, we can propagate upward and downward iteratively to extract all the
WS lines, which will be discussed later in Section 2.1. Specifically, a modified version
of the bank of Gaussian line filters algorithm described in [13] is used to extract $L_0$.
First we binarize the DT by a small threshold $\delta_1$, such that pixels with $D(x) < \delta_1$
result in a binary image as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). Next the algorithm described in [13]
is used to obtain a smooth image as shown in Fig. 2.3 (c). A high threshold $\delta_2$ is used
to threshold and binarize the image shown in Fig. 2.3 (c) and connected components
analysis is performed on this binarized image, resulting in blobs as shown in Fig. 2.3
(d). The amount of document warping might vary across the page, and may result
in the merging of multiple textual lines in a highly warped region into a bigger
component after using the algorithm from [13], as shown in Fig. 2.3 (d) by the red
component inside the blue dashed box. To address this problem, an average height
is calculated using all the connected components and any components with height
greater than this average height are discarded. A component with the largest width
as shown in Fig. 2.3 (e) is selected from the remaining components to estimate $L_0$.
This width is estimated from the length of the major axis of an ellipse fitted to the
component. The pixels at the bottom edge of this connected component are used as
a rough estimation $\hat{L}_0$, which is refined into initial WS line $L_0$ using the open active
contour algorithm described further in Section 2.1.

Iterative WS line propagation

Once the high confidence initial WS line $L_0$ described in Section 2.1 is obtained, it
is used to extract the remaining WS lines in the document image using an iterative
propagation process, performed in upward and downward directions relative to $L_0$.
Let’s consider the downward propagation that extracts the WS line $L_1$ just below $L_0$.
Given the WS line $L_0$ as shown by the red curve in Fig. 2.4 (a), each pixel $x = (x, y)$
on this line is displaced downward such that it is located on a new local DT maxima
Figure 2.4: An illustration of WS line propagation. (a) Initial WS line $L_0$ shown by red curve on top of DT, (b) WS line propagation to obtain a rough propagation line $\hat{L}_1$ shown in green curve on top of the DT, with displacement bounds $t_1$ and $t_2$ shown by cyan and yellow vertical lines on the left of (b) respectively, and (c) Extracted WS line $L_1$ shown in magenta on top of DT.

within specific bounds from $L_0$. These displaced pixels form the rough propagation line $\hat{L}_1$ as shown by the green curve in Fig. 2.4 (b). Specifically, pixel $(x, y) \in L_0$ is displaced to $(x, y^*) \in \hat{L}_1$ where:

$$y^* = y - \arg \max_{\delta_y \in [t_1, t_2]} D(x, y - \delta_y)$$

$t_1$ and $t_2$ are the thresholds that bound the displacement. These thresholds are computed from $L_0$ by averaging $D(x)$ for each pixel $x$ along this line as:

$$\bar{D}(L_0) = \frac{1}{|L_0|} \sum_{x_i \in L_0} D(x_i)$$

We set $t_1 = 0.6 \cdot \bar{D}(L_0)$ and $t_2 = 1.2 \cdot \bar{D}(L_0)$, as illustrated by cyan and yellow vertical lines in Fig. 2.4 (b). This rough propagation line $\hat{L}_1$ is then refined to the WS line $L_1$ using the open active contour based refinement process described in Section 2.1. With $L_1$, we can use the same technique to propagate downward and get the next WS line $L_2$. This process can be repeated to extract all the WS lines below $L_0$. Similarly, we can use this propagation technique upwards to extract all the WS lines above $L_0$. 
We evaluate a termination condition after each line propagation. For this termination condition, we compute parallel curves from the last white space line, each separated by a small displacement $\delta$. For each of these generated curves, we compute the Mean Pixel Intensity (MPI) on $I(x)$. A plot of the MPI for these curves demonstrates two particular boundary condition characteristics. The MPI plot for a boundary case as shown in Fig. 2.5(a) has one last valley in the plot before abruptly falling to zero as shown in Fig. 2.5(c). The other boundary condition is shown in Fig. 2.5(b) which has an MPI plot which falls abruptly from the last peak in the plot back down to zero without having a last valley, as shown in Fig. 2.5(d). We terminate our algorithm when we detect these boundary conditions in the MPI plot.

![Figure 2.5](image)

**Figure 2.5:** (a) Boundary condition where image ends with white space. (b) Boundary condition where the image ends with a text line. The red line indicates the last found white space line and the green lines indicate displaced curves to calculate the Mean Pixel Intensity (MPI). (c) The MPI plot for case shown in (a). (d) The MPI plot for case shown in (b).

**Open Active Contour based Line Refinement**

Active contours, also known as “Snakes,” are energy minimizing deformable splines and widely used for computer vision tasks, such as segmentation. Snakes are generally defined by an internal elastic energy term which defines the bending energy of the
snake and an external edge-based energy term, which guides them towards the desired contour. For each of the rough propagated line \( \hat{L}_i \) described in Section 2.1, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b) by the green curve, we apply an open active contour algorithm to remove any small local noise and obtain the smooth WS line \( L_i \) as shown in Fig. 2.4(c) by the magenta curve. We use a Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) based open snakes algorithm to obtain the WS line refinement. The DT described in Section 2.1 is used for defining the external energy force, to guide the open snake towards the DT maxima. As illustrated in Fig. 2.6, the gradient vector flow field is directed towards the DT maxima. The external edge energy term is formulated using the DT as follows:

\[
E_{\text{edge}} = -|\nabla D(x)|^2
\]

We still have to address one special case when using the DT and open active contour to find the WS lines, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b). A short text line will cause extra white space at the end of the text line, as shown by the red dashed box in Fig. 2.7 (a). This introduces an artifical DT maxima that will be misinterpreted by the open snake-based line estimation as the location for the WS line, as illustrated inside the red box in Fig. 2.7 (b). Such an error will introduce an undesired deformation in the constructed 2D distortion grid. To address this problem, a DT suppression is performed near the rough WS propagation line \( \hat{L}_i \), before using the open snake to obtain the WS line \( L_i \). To perform this local DT suppression for a given rough WS

Figure 2.6: An illustration of a Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) field based on the DT.
Figure 2.7: An illustration of a special case using the DT. (a) Document image containing a short text line, red dashed box highlights the extra white space at the end of the short line. (b) Open snake attracted towards artificial DT maxima, as shown by green curve on top of DT inside the red dashed box. (c) Suppressed DT shown in the red dashed box. (d) Open snake fitting the suppressed DT maxima, resulting in a refined WS line.

propagation line $\hat{L}_i$, we suppress the DT as follows:

$$D(x) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } D(x) > \bar{D}(L_{i-1}) + \epsilon \\ D(x) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $L_{i-1}$ is the previous WS line and $\epsilon$ is a small integer value, which is set empirically to 5 in our experiments. This operation attenuates the artificial DT maxima caused by the extra white space, and we get a suppressed DT as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (c). The open snake now converges to the suppressed DT maxima and generates the desired refined WS line $L_i$ as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (d).

2.2 Text Orientation Estimation and 3D Dewarping

We use the 3D dewarping algorithm from [70] for image rectification, which requires not only horizontal (WS) lines, but also vertical lines to form a complete 2D distortion grid. After robustly estimating the WS lines as described in Section 2.1, we use the DT
to deduce the vertical directions. [70] makes the assumption that alphabets in many languages including English, Chinese etc., contain vertical strokes, e.g., “d”, “l”, “k” and “i” in English, and can be utilized to infer the dominant vertical directions in overlapping local regions in the document image. This assumption may not hold true for all languages. Instead the presented method utilizes the DT to infer the dominant vertical directions. As illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b), we can see from the gradient map of the DT that not only does the white space between the textlines contains useful information to estimate the horizontal lines, but also the vertical direction can be inferred from the white space between the individual characters irrespective of the language used. Gabor-filter based methods have been applied in a variety of image
processing applications such as texture segmentation, edge detection and recognition of handwritten numerals etc. To infer these local dominant vertical directions we first apply a gabor filter bank to enhance the vertical information contained in the DT. Specifically, we apply a set of vertical orientation biased filters to the DT which is shown in Fig. 2.8(c), which enhance the vertical direction information contained in the DT. We obtain the gabor filtered map as shown in Fig. 2.8(d). Next we use a similar optimization as discussed in [70] to find the dominant vertical directions in overlapping local regions in this gabor filter map. The estimated local vertical dominant directions are illustrated in Fig. 2.9.

A 2D distortion grid is created based on these inferred vertical directions and the previously extracted WS lines. Next, a 3D deformation of the distorted document is estimated from the 2D distortion grid. It is assumed that the camera projection is perspective, and each cell of the 2D distortion grid is a parallelogram in 3D space. A 3D parallelogram mesh is constructed from the 2D distortion grid. Let \( V_i = (X_i, Y_i, Z_i) = (x_iZ_i, y_iZ_i, Z_i) \) denote the 3D location of \( i \)-th grid vertex, where \((x_i, y_i)\) is its 2D coordinates. As shown in Fig. 2.10 (a), The four vertices \( V_{1,4} \) form a parallelogram \( P_j \) if \( \Delta(P_j) \equiv V_1 + V_3 - V_2 - V_4 = 0 \). The following optimization is per-
formed using Singular Value Decomposition to obtain the globally optimal solution for location of each Vertex $V_i$, as described in [70]:

$$Q(\{V_i\}_{i=1}^{n}) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_p} \|\Delta(P_j)\|^2 + \alpha \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - x_iZ_i)^2 + (Y_i - y_iZ_i)^2 \quad (2.1)$$

We use this formulation to take the 2D distortion grid created using our WS line estimation described in Section 2.1, to create a 3D deformation and rectify the associated document image.

2.3 Experiments

In our experiments, we evaluate three methods, namely:

1. **No-dewarp**: In this method, we use the original image without performing any dewarping.

2. **TL-dewarp**: The text line based dewarping described in [70].

3. **presented-dewarp**: presented WS line based dewarping described in this paper.

For TL-dewarp, we use the code and parameters as used in [70]. We choose a freely available OCR engine (onlineocr.net) to perform OCR on the dewarped images and

![Figure 2.10: An illustration of 3D deformation estimation as described in [70]. (a) Each 2D distortion cell is a parallelogram in 3D space. (b) 3D parallelogram mesh.](image)
use the OCR results for quantitative evaluation of each method discussed above. Three evaluation datasets are collected as follows:

**Dataset 1:** This dataset consists of 15 English document images from [70].

**Dataset 2:** This dataset consists of 15 English document images that we collected ourselves.

**Dataset 3:** This dataset contains 20 international document images, consisting of images in Hindi and Chinese Languages. It contains equal number of documents from [70] and images we captured ourselves. This dataset is used only for qualitative evaluation since the OCR used does not work on international document images.

**Evaluation criteria:** Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 are used for quantitative evaluations using all three methods, for which we use the evaluation method described in [83]. First the ground truth text is created for each image by manually typing the text contained in the image. This evaluation method then uses a text alignment scheme by which it aligns the OCR result for a given method against the ground truth text on the word/character level. Once the text’s are aligned, word and character recognition accuracies are estimated. The OCR accuracy metric is defined as $\frac{w}{t}$, where $w$ is the total number of matching words/characters in the alignment and $t$ is the total number of words/characters in the ground truth. We tabulate the results of running No-dewarp, TL-dewarp and presented-dewarp on Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 in Table 2.1. In this table, we report the word level and character level OCR accuracy,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset 1 (word)</th>
<th>Dataset 1 (character)</th>
<th>Dataset 2 (word)</th>
<th>Dataset 2 (character)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-dewarp</td>
<td>0.4151</td>
<td>0.6029</td>
<td>0.4398</td>
<td>0.6141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL-dewarp [70]</td>
<td>0.5460</td>
<td>0.6359</td>
<td>0.5437</td>
<td>0.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop.-dewarp</td>
<td>0.6558</td>
<td>0.7604</td>
<td>0.7001</td>
<td>0.8109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
averaged over the respective entire datasets. We can see that the presented-dewarp method performs the best amongst the three methods discussed. This table also demonstrates the effectiveness of using a dewarping algorithm in general to improve the OCR accuracy of a distorted original image. We perform an additional simple experiment using an extra spell-check step. A word processor software (Microsoft Word) is used to spell-check and correct the OCR results. These spell-checked OCR results for No-dewarp, TL-dewarp and presented-dewarp are then evaluated as previously discussed using method described in [83]. We tabulate these results in Table 2.2. The above experiment demonstrates that even after using an OCR with additional spell-check, presented-dewarp method still outperforms No-dewarp and TL-dewarp.

Fig. 2.11 shows some qualitative results where the TL-dewarp method’s text line estimation either fails to properly trace the 2D distortion grid lines, or fails to trace enough lines for the 2D distortion grid to cover the image. As mentioned in [70], we varied the step size parameter in a range of 1 to 5, and selected the best possible result. In comparison, presented-dewarp robustly estimates the horizontal WS lines for the 2D distortion grid on the same set of images. We provide more qualitative results in Fig. 2.12 for some select images from all three datasets, where we show the original image plotted with text lines from TL-dewarp, dewarping result for TL-dewarp, original image plotted with WS lines for presented-dewarp, and de-

Table 2.2: Quantitative evaluation results for No-dewarp, TL-dewarp [70] and presented-dewarp, using additional spell check (Microsoft Word is used for spell-check). OCR word and character accuracy is calculated for each image in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 as described in [83], and averaged over the number of images in the respective datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dataset 1 (word)</th>
<th>Dataset 1 (character)</th>
<th>Dataset 2 (word)</th>
<th>Dataset 2 (character)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-dewarp</td>
<td>0.4292</td>
<td>0.6071</td>
<td>0.4486</td>
<td>0.6192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL-dewarp [70]</td>
<td>0.5585</td>
<td>0.6390</td>
<td>0.5532</td>
<td>0.6427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop.-dewarp</td>
<td><strong>0.6742</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7659</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7201</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8190</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.11: An illustration of the failure cases of [70]. The first and third row show the failure case for TL-dewarp. The second and fourth row show the result for presented-dewarp for the same set of images from Dataset 2.
Figure 2.12: An illustration of qualitative results for TL-dewarp and presented-dewarp. The original distorted images plotted with TL-dewarp text lines are shown in the first column. The rectification results for TL-dewarp are shown in the second column. The original distorted images plotted with presented-dewarp WS lines are shown in the third column. The rectification results for presented-dewarp are shown in the fourth column.
Figure 2.13: An illustration of qualitative results for TL-dewarp and presented-dewarp. The original distorted images plotted with TL-dewarp text lines are shown in the first column. The rectification results for TL-dewarp are shown in the second column. The original distorted images plotted with presented-dewarp WS lines are shown in the third column. The rectification results for presented-dewarp are shown in the fourth column.
warping result for presented-dewarp. We can see from these qualitative results that the presented-dewarp is able to locate more meaningful horizontal 2D distortion grid lines than TL-dewarp, and gives a better dewarping result.

**Bank of Gaussian line filters parameters:** For the bank of Gaussian line filters described in 2.1, we empirically selected range of values for $\theta = \pm 10^\circ$ and $l$ in range of 5 to 200.

**Snake parameters:** For the GVF snakes in our experiments, we used $\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = 1$ and $\tau = 0.5$ for all the snakes with the number of iterations fixed at 60.

**Performance:** The code for presented method is implemented in MATLAB and is not optimized for achieving best runtime performance. Average run time for presented-dewarp is similar to TL-dewarp [70] and both take roughly 2-3 minutes for an image of 2592x1936 pixel resolution. All experiments are performed on a quad-core Intel 3.0 Ghz machine with 8G memory.

### 2.4 Limitations and Future Work

The presented method currently cannot handle document images with tables and embedded figures. In future work, we will formulate an approach to utilize the same intuitive white space approach to estimate the distortion grid taking into account these tables and figures which might exist in the document image.
CHAPTER 3
DIGITAL COLLATION

3.1 Method

In this work we formulate the collation problem as 2D image registration—a classic computational problem in the field of computer vision. Repeating our registration in a pairwise fashion, we transform an ensemble of witnesses (copies) to a single coordinate system. The process is made more complex because we seek to register digital photographs rather than flattened, idealized copies of a work. These photographs may display the documents under different lighting conditions, with varying levels of warping near the spine of the book, and with differing margins around the text area, among other inconsistencies that are unimportant to humanists studying the work. We handle this large variation among photographs by employing novel techniques for general feature detection and matching, while simultaneously introducing new constraints on the matching problem specific to this domain to yield a registration that is robust against variations in the source data.

Collation in the humanities domain roughly corresponds to a comparison of registered images. This approximation, however, fails to capture the nuances in creating a utility that is of benefit to humanists working with collated documents. Because we seek to create a tool for humanists to identify appropriate differences, we err on the side of finding all appropriate differences, even when it generates false positives. Since any reduction in the search space of the document means that a human would no longer be required to examine every character in the document, the necessity of
examining both true and false positives is no more of a burden than it would be to examine the entirety of the document.

We expand the scope of our input to include a large variety of very noisy input data. Unlike other methods [74], we choose to handle input documents that are warped in non-affine ways. In addition, we seek to unify the way text and images are handled, so differences between both can be analyzed seamlessly and simultaneously. Finally, ancient documents can be highly degraded and may show intensity differences between witnesses due to age or the imaging process, and we do not want these factors to influence the collation. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the proposed method consists of several components.

1. Run corner detector on both the template and target image as in Fig. 3.2.

2. Run Sliding window plus vector filtering algorithm on the output of corner detection, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

3. Apply thin plate spline algorithm on the features obtained from previous step.

4. Perform image differencing operation, as shown in Fig. 3.6.

5. Run classifier to identify true positive areas of differences, as shown in Fig. 3.7.
Feature extraction using corner detector

For a pair of copies to be collated, one of the pages is selected arbitrarily as the template, which will not be warped, and the other as the target, which will be warped to match the template. To initiate the digital collation pipeline, we first need to estimate the feature points common between both template and target, and use these feature points to warp the target.

Normally the state-of-the-art SIFT feature detector [42] designed for use with natural images is applied to obtain the feature points. However, based on empirical data, we find that this feature detector is not suitable for digital collation, as it tends to produce sparse feature points across the image. Therefore, we present a novel patch-based feature detector which is particularly suitable for digital collation. Interest point detection is a well researched topic in the field of computer vision and refers to the detection of feature points which are required for subsequent processing. Corner detector is a type of interest point detector, where the primary goal is to obtain robust well defined image features. As the first step in the digital pipeline, we
use a Harris corner detector [32] to detect dense corner points on the template image as shown in Fig. 3.2.

**Feature matching using sliding window and feature vector filtering**

![Figure 3.3: A sliding window approach to match the feature points obtained by the corner detector.](image)

The previous step estimates a dense sampling of feature points on the template image. Next for a successful subsequent registration step in the digital collation, we need to estimate a corresponding point in the target image for each of these feature points in the template image. We present a novel sliding window based approach to obtain the desired correspondence. Specifically, for each corner point in the template image, we use a patch centered at this point and find a corresponding matching patch in the target image. To look for the best matching patch, we use a sliding window approach to search inside the target image. We displace the patch window centered at the chosen template feature point, approximately at the same point coordinates in the target image. We can make this assumption since we pre-process the template and target images to approximately align in the same feature coordinate space. To
compute the patch similarity we use a well known similarity measure known as Jaccard index. Based on this similarity measure we compute the nearest matching patch in the target image and use the center of this patch as the corresponded target feature point as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. These corresponded points do contain bad matches which must be filtered out before performing the registration process. We present a simple vector filtering step for this pruning process. In this process we compute a distance vector by between each corresponded template and target feature point by subtracting the template point coordinates from target point coordinates. Thereafter, we perform a consistency check on each such vector by examining whether the vector is consistent with its neighboring vectors. To do this, inside a small window, we check the length and the orientation of each vector, comparing it with other vectors inside the window. We set a threshold for the vector length and orientation difference based on the average vector lengths and orientations in this window. If the length difference or the orientation difference is above the threshold, we consider current vector as an outlier, and therefore prune out the matching points associated with this vector. As illustrated in 3.4(a) and (b), one such outlier pair is indicated by a red
dot in the target and template image. The remaining matching feature points are considered as correct. The vector lengths and orientations for each of these matching points are shown in Fig. 3.4(c). We can clearly see that the vector associated with the outlier pair of matching points is inconsistent in length and orientation from neighboring vectors. So we can safely consider this matching pair of points in the template and target as an outlier and discard them. We perform this process in fixed size overlapping windows within the entire template image and obtain a robust and consistent matching pair of feature points. Next we use these matched feature points to warp the target into the template by performing image registration using thin plate spline.

**Image registration using thin plate spline**

To allow non-affine document warping to better characterize the registration between pages and account for any warping of the pages, we employ a 2D thin plate spline transform [8] using the matches we have already obtained. The feature matching described in Section 3.1 is strictly pairwise, so we approach registration in a
similar manner. We fix one page as the template page $U$ and, pairwise, set each page to be registered to the template as the target page $V$. The features are then $U_F = \{u_1, \ldots, u_i, \ldots, u_n\}$ and $V_F = \{v_1, \ldots, v_i, \ldots, v_n\}$ where all $u_i \leftrightarrow v_i$ correspond to matching feature points, and $u_i = (u_{ix}, u_{iy})$ and $v_i = (v_{ix}, v_{iy})$. The newly computed point $\hat{v}_i$ has been shown [8] to be given by

$$\hat{v}_i = a_1 + a_2 \hat{v}_{ix} + a_3 \hat{v}_{iy} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j U((u_{xj}, u_{yj}) - (x - y)) \tag{3.1}$$

where the weights $a_1, a_2, a_3, w_1 \ldots n$ can be computed from

$$\begin{bmatrix} K & P \\ P^T & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} w_{1 \ldots n} \\ a_1 \\ a_2 \\ a_3 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} v_1 \\ v_2 \\ \vdots \\ v_n \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

given that

$$D(r) = -r^2 \log r^2,$$

$$r_{ij} = |v_i - v_j|,$$

$$K = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & D(r_{12}) & \cdots & D(r_{1n}) \\ D(r_{21}) & 0 & \cdots & D(r_{2n}) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ D(r_{n1}) & D(r_{n2}) & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix},$$

and

$$P = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & u_{1x} & u_{1y} \\ 1 & u_{2x} & u_{2y} \\ \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\ 1 & u_{nx} & u_{ny} \end{bmatrix}.$$
because the thin plate spline is an interpolating transform. Points in $\hat{V}$ mapped from outside the boundary of $V$ are simply set to zero. Figure 3.5 shows that warped target which we call the registered image.

**Difference area classification**

Next, to locate the significant differences, we first convert the template image and registered image to binary images. We perform an XOR operation on these binary images to obtain a difference image. This difference image can be overlaid on the template and visualized as shown in Fig. 3.6(c). For all the pixels valued one in this difference image, we find the connected component that these pixels belong to, i.e., the character or the pattern in the original template image or registered target image. We compare these acquired patches from template image and registered image using three similarity measures, namely (a) structural similarity index (SSIM), (b) Jaccard index and (c) Image correlation, to get three scores. The SSIM similarity score is computed based on three terms: luminance, contrast and structure. The resulting value is between 0 and 1. Higher score is associated with more similarity. Jaccard index, also known as Jaccard coefficient, is a statistic used for comparing the
similarity and diversity of sample sets. The Jaccard coefficient is also in the range between 0 and 1. The Jaccard coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the two sample sets. Image correlation measures the correlation coefficient between two images. The value is between -1 and 1, where -1 and 1 indicate full correlation and 0 indicates non-correlation. We use these similarity measures to distinguish significant differences from the insignificant ones. If any two of these scores are higher than an empirically predefined threshold, we classify the difference as significant. These significant differences can be then overlayed on top of the Template image as colored bounding boxes so as to facilitate experts to analyze them further.

3.2 Implementation

We implement all the components shown in Fig. 3.1 using a client/server architecture which allows us to meet the different interaction needs of the expert users. All the algorithms are implemented in Python/C++ using NumPy/SciPy and OpenCV.
libraries. We design the Digital Collation user interface (UI) as an interactive interface, built as a web application using the Django web framework as shown in Fig. 3.8. In this framework, the client side consists of a custom single page web application embedded with JavaScript code running in a web browser which is dynamically updated. The server side consists of all the Python and C++ modules running the algorithms shown in Fig. 3.1 along with a database to store the required document images. The Django framework is a M-V-C type of framework which is well suited for developing a single page web app and consists of View, Model, URLs and Templates which provide the required functionality between the client side and the server side.

**Interface**

As shown in Fig. 3.9, the client allows the user to interact with different functionalities provided by the Digital Collation UI as following:

1. A login interface to register for using the digital collation software. This al-
Figure 3.9: An illustration of the web based User Interface for Digital Collation. Here the user has the option to upload multiple template and target images and select as needed. The Template is displayed in the first panel, the target in the second panel and the registered/classifier output image in third panel.

1. Allows multiple users to interact seamlessly and simultaneously with the Digital Collation software.

2. Provides users the options of loading multiple images at a time and selecting any of them as the target and template for registration and collation.

3. The algorithms of the patch-based matching and TPS registration are abstracted from the user and are presented as single-click buttons on the GUI.

4. The user also has an option to analyze the matching/registration results and to manually correct the matching errors as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.

5. Zoom functionality to inspect the results in fine grained detail by zooming in or zooming out the images.

6. Reselect target and template and redo the collation process.
7. Display the results in a manner in which the user can inspect the template, target and collation result side by side as shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12.

3.3 Experiments and results

Collation is often based on subjective inspection by experts, therefore we perform only qualitative evaluations on following three datasets:

Dataset 1: Variorum Gatsby. Original materials furnished by Dr. James L. W. West, Pennsylvania State University, and digitized by the University Libraries Digital Collections Department at the University of South Carolina. This dataset contains 9 prints of The Great Gatsby spanning the years 1925 to 1974. Each book is scanned into 200 high-resolution (2000x2000) images without any warping.

Dataset 2: English Broadside Ballad Archive (EBBA). Digital images furnished
Figure 3.11: An illustration of the registered image shown in the digital collation UI. The registered image is shown in the third panel.

Figure 3.12: An illustration of the classifier output shown as colored bounding boxes on top of the template in the third panel. These bounding boxes highlight the areas that an expert can focus on to look for differences.
by Eric Nebeker, University of California, Santa Barbara. This dataset contains three subsets of high-resolution (≥2000x2000) images: close prints, damaged prints and exact prints. Close-print subset contains 10 different broadsides with 2-3 pages in each. Damaged-print subset contains 90 broadsides with 2 pages in each. Exact-print subset contains 35 broadsides with 2 pages in each. This dataset contains various degrees of warping in each subset.

**Dataset 3:** The Fairie Queene, images furnished by the Spenser project at Washington University in St. Louis and the University of South Carolina. This dataset contains 14 books with approximately 600 pages each. This dataset features considerable warping due to page curvature at the gutter of each opening. The size of each image is approximately 1600x1600.

We show some of the qualitative results for one of these datasets in Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14, Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17. As shown in these images, the digital collation highlights specific parts of the images that demand attention from the experts. This partial automation of the inspection process of collated documents can expedite the annotation of large works as compared to full manual inspection using physical optical devices. Because we seek to discover all the meaningful variations, we err on the side of reporting false positives. Sorting of the true positives from false positives is a far less time consuming process than to examine an entire document.

In Fig. 3.13, the word “Dronke” in the template is shifted towards the left margin and is correctly recognized by the digital collation as the area of difference. This shift could be either intentional or by mistake, and should be categorized as either by an expert. In Fig. 3.14, the template contains the word “all”, while the target contains the word “eche” instead. This is correctly identified by digital collation. Fig. 3.15 shows an example, where the character “f” from the word “falfe” is missing in the template and causes a shift in the entire subsequent sentence. This causes the classifier to identify the entire shift in sentence as an area of difference. Fig. 3.16 shows an
example where the template image contains a single upside-down character “w” and is rightly identified by the digital collation. As illustrated in Fig. 3.17, if either the target or the template image contains distortion usually caused by bending at the spine of the book while scanning, it can result in a significant area of the collation being highlighted as the difference area. This can lead to failure in classification of the difference areas and resulting in high number of false positives.

3.4 Limitations and Future Work

The nonrigid warping featured in some of the datasets substantially increases the difficulty in collating two text images. While weak nonrigid transform can be well handled by the patch-based matching algorithm described in Section. 3.1, strong warping needs a special-purpose dewarping algorithm. In future work, we plan to apply the dewarping algorithm described in Chapter 2. of this work and handle such strong warping.
Figure 3.13: Collation result for a pair of images from Dataset 3. The template image is shown in the first row, the target in the second row, and the classifier output in the third row. The blue bounding boxes highlight the areas of differences found by the digital collation.
Figure 3.14: Collation result for a pair of images from Dataset 3. The template image is shown in the first row, the target in the second row, and the classifier output in the third row. The blue bounding boxes highlight the areas of differences found by the digital collation.
Figure 3.15: Collation result for a pair of images from Dataset 3. The template image is shown in the first row, the target in the second row, and the classifier output in the third row. The blue bounding box highlights the area of difference found by the digital collation.
Figure 3.16: Collation result for a pair of images from Dataset 3. The template image is shown in the first row, the target in the second row, and the classifier output in the third row. The blue bounding boxes highlight the areas of differences found by the digital collation.
Figure 3.17: An illustration of a failure case for Digital collatin for a pair of images from Dataset 3. The template image is shown in the first row, the target in the second row, and the difference image in the third row. The area shaded in red highlights the area of differences found by the digital collation.
Conclusion

In this work, we developed three new techniques for document image analysis. In the first part of this work which concerns the challenging problem of handwritten text segmentation, we developed a new graph-based method to segment connected handwritten text into individual characters for text recognition. Different from previous methods, the presented method does not require a good initial set of candidate segmentation boundaries, and does not make any limiting assumptions on the number, size, width, height or aspect ratio of the characters. We adapted a character recognition algorithm using SVM classifiers to measure the character likeliness of each text segment, and then searched for a text segmentation that leads to a maximum average character likeliness. This avoids any possible bias towards an oversegmentation that encumbers previous methods. Specifically we developed a graph algorithm to find the optimal segmentation with the maximum average character likeliness. We collected a set of real, handwritten text images for both training and testing, and found that the performance of the presented method is superior to a previous method that uses dynamic programming.

We then presented a novel 2D distortion grid estimation method in second part of this work, to rectify distorted images based on white space lines that are present between a pair of text lines. We proposed a distance transform-based line propagation approach to obtain a robust estimation of the white space lines. We also estimated the vertical direction of these text lines. We then used these white space lines and estimated vertical directions to build a 2D distortion grid which is used in a 3D rectification algorithm to dewarp a document image. We demonstrate the robustness and
accuracy of our method by providing qualitative as well as quantitative evaluations on three different datasets, and compared it against a state-of-the-art method and achieve significantly better results.

Finally, we proposed a solution to a time-honored problem in the humanities—that of document collation. By solving this problem in the digital domain, many of the downsides of the tedious optical methods can be resolved. Furthermore by developing and employing novel feature matching and registration, we are able to automatically identify the most important differences for the humanists studying a work. We also provide a software implementation for the digital collation. This implementation provides several functionalities for the experts to interact with the digital collation process as well as make it easier to analyze a large number of works at a much faster rate than before.
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